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Entrainment to periodic acoustic stimuli has been found to relate both to the auditory and motor 

cortices, and it could be influenced by the maturity of these brain regions. However, existing 

research in this topic provides data about different oscillatory brain activities in different age 

groups with different musical background. In order to obtain a more coherent picture and 

examine early manifestations of entrainment, we assessed brain oscillations at multiple time 

scales (beta: 15-25 Hz, gamma: 28-48 Hz) and in steady state evoked potentials (SS-EPs in 
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short) in 6-7-year-old children with no musical background right at the start of primary school 

before they learnt to read. Our goal was to exclude the effect of music training and reading, since 

previous studies have shown that sensorimotor entrainment (movement synchronization to the 

beat) is related to musical and reading abilities. We found evidence for endogenous anticipatory 

processing in the gamma band related to meter perception, and stimulus-related frequency 

specific responses. However, we did not find evidence for an interaction between auditory and 

motor networks, which suggests that endogenous mechanisms related to auditory processing may 

mature earlier than those that underlie motor actions, such as sensorimotor synchronization. 

 

Introduction 

When listening to music we can often feel the urge to move along with the beat. It has 

been shown that during this time not only our body, but also our brain rhythms synchronize with 

the music (Large & Kolen, 1994; Tierney & Kraus, 2014). Brain rhythms arise due to the 

simultaneous firing of neural populations (Buzsaki, 2006), and the frequency of these oscillations 

is related to different perceptual, motor and cognitive processes (Buzsáki & Draguhn, 2004; 

MacKay, 1997; Ward, 2003). Previous studies found that neural oscillations can synchronize to 

an external periodic stimulus via phase and period alignment (Thut, Schyns, & Gross, 2011), 

which nevertheless facilitates event processing by allocating attention to the expected periodic 

time points (Lakatos, Karmos, Mehta, Ulbert, & Schroeder, 2008; Large & Jones, 1999; Morillon 

& Schroeder, 2015; Schroeder & Lakatos, 2009; Zion Golumbic et al., 2013). The brain utilizes 

this entrainment mechanism for speech processing (Ding, Chatterjee, & Simon, 2014; Ding & 

Simon, 2014; Power, Mead, Barnes, & Goswami, 2012; Power, Mead, Barnes, & Goswami, 
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2013), or when moving to the music (Large, 2010; Nozaradan, Peretz, & Mouraux, 2012; 

Tierney & Kraus, 2014). 

Research using periodic auditory stimuli has found entrainment markers in different 

frequency bands of electroencephalogram (EEG) and magnetoencephalogram (MEG) activity in 

adults. The phase of the delta band oscillation at target onset predicted reaction time in rhythmic 

auditory target detection tasks (Stefanics et al., 2010). Delta and theta oscillations entrained to 

the dominant note rate of musical stimuli that correlated with pitch distortion detection 

performance (Doelling & Poeppel, 2015). The time course of the dynamic modulation 

(synchronization, desynchronization and rebound pattern) of induced beta activity  (13-30 Hz) 

adjusted to stimulus tempo in the auditory cortex (Cirelli et al., 2014; Fujioka, Trainor, Large, & 

Ross, 2009), as well as in cortical and subcortical motor areas (Fujioka, Ross, & Trainor, 2015; 

Fujioka, Trainor, Large, & Ross, 2012). Induced gamma activity (20-60 Hz) predicted tone 

onsets and persisted when expected tones were omitted (Fujioka et al., 2009; Snyder & Large, 

2005). Induced gamma activity suggests an anticipatory mechanism, which can relate to higher-

order processing, such as the perception of metrical hierarchy. Metrical hierarchy refers to the 

difference between downbeat and other beats within a time unit (called measure), where 

downbeat is the first beat indicating the beginning of the measure, which gives rise to the 

perception of pulse in music. Nozaradan and colleagues found evidence for an interaction 

between sensory- and motor-related neural activities resonating exactly at the stimulus frequency 

(steady-state evoked potentials, SS-EPs in short) in a form of an additional SS-EP compatible 

with a nonlinear cross-modulation product of sensorimotor integration. Furthermore, they found 

phase coupling between auditory and movement related SS-EPs, and selective enhancement of 

auditory related activities contralateral to the moving hand during tapping. In another study, SS-
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EPs appeared during silent periods after the presentation of auditory rhythms reflecting 

endogenous neural entrainement (Stupacher, Wood, & Witte, 2017). 

Despite the growing literature on neural entrainment to auditory stimuli, there is very 

little data regarding children. Although moving to the beat of the music can seem effortless, it is 

a complex mechanism that takes time to develop (Drake, Jones, & Baruch, 2000; Eerola, Luck, 

Toiviainen, & others, 2006; Fujii et al., 2014; Phillips-Silver & Trainor, 2005; Repp & Su, 2013; 

Zatorre, Chen, & Penhune, 2007). The earliest markers of entrainment appear in newborn infants 

suggesting an innate sensitivity to acoustic features that are involved in segregating sound 

sources already at birth, such as detection of tone onset, offset and change in presentation rate 

(Háden, Honing, Török, & Winkler, 2015), functional beat induction (Honing, Ladinig, Háden, 

& Winkler, 2009), auditory temporal grouping (Stefanics et al., 2007), and detection of the 

omission of the downbeat (Winkler, Háden, Ladinig, Sziller, & Honing, 2009). Infants of 7 and 

15 months old showed clear EEG responses frequency locked to the beat and meter frequencies 

of ambiguous rhythmic patterns (Cirelli, Spinelli, Nozaradan, & Trainor, 2016). Regarding 

children, Cirelli and colleagues (2014) found similar tempo dependent fluctuations in induced 

beta power in 7-year-olds and adults. In children, beta desynchronization was less prominent in 

the fastest tempo (390 ms inter-onset-interval, in the following: IOI), and in general, there were 

more variability in children’s synchronization than in adults’. Colling and colleagues (2017) 

found that during passive listening SS-EPs were significantly increased at the stimulus frequency 

in 9-10-year-old children with dyslexia compared to normally developing children. Conversely, 

normally developing children showed a cross-modulation SS-EP, whereas children with dyslexia 

did not.  
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Children in these studies were already going to elementary school and have already learnt 

to read. This is important, because numerous studies found that sensorimotor synchronization, 

such as tapping to the beat, and reading abilities are related: beat synchronization ability 

predicted phonological processing, auditory short-term memory and rapid naming (Carr, White-

Schwoch, Tierney, Strait, & Kraus, 2014); reading ability increased with decreased tapping 

variability (Thomson & Goswami, 2008); the accuracy of tapping out the rhythm of a song 

predicted spelling ability (Overy, Nicolson, Fawcett, & Clarke, 2003); meter perception 

predicted reading accuracy and word reading speed, and meter reproduction predicted 

pseudoword reading accuracy (Flaugnacco et al., 2014). These studies suggest that the neural 

correlates of perception and production of structured rhythmic patterns that underlie the 

segmentation of both speech and music could be responsible for the relationship between 

sensorimotor synchronization and reading. Another crucial point is that existing studies did not 

control for the level of musical skills. Music education enhances rhythmic abilities that can 

facilitate performance on tasks measuring neural entrainment and affect neural responses 

(Doelling & Poeppel, 2015; Stupacher et al., 2017). Also, the extent of dynamic coupling that 

involves cortical and subcortical motor activations and the superior temporal gyrus in the 

auditory cortex depends on music training, with higher internal coupling in musicians when 

processing the beat (Chen, Penhune, & Zatorre, 2009; Grahn & Rowe, 2009). 

In the present study we investigated early developmental manifestations of neural 

entrainment to periodic acoustic stimuli in children without any musical training before starting 

elementary school and learning to read. We measured EEG of first-year primary school children 

while they were either listening passively, or tapping to isochronous tone sequences. Based on 

previous research, we focused on markers related to tempo dependency, metrical hierarchy and 
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interaction between auditory and motor related responses. We were additionally interested in 

whether there is a relationship between these markers. Importantly, we expected that markers of 

entrainment found in previous studies may shift in the EEG frequency spectrum as the frequency 

composition of the EEG power spectra changes throughout childhood and adolescence, which 

manifests in a decrease in lower frequencies (delta, theta) and a corresponding increase in higher 

frequencies (alpha, beta and gamma) (Cragg et al., 2011; Ogawa et al., 1984; Takano & Ogawa, 

1998). These changes were suggested to reflect underlying changes in cortico-cortico and 

cortico-thalamic networks (Lopes da Silva, 1991). Therefore, our analyses focused on spatio-

temporal dynamics of evoked and induced oscillations in the 4-60 Hz frequency range, SSEPs 

and the relationship between these EEG markers.  

Methods 

Participants 

Twenty-two right-handed children participated in this study (8 girls, mean age: 6.5 years, 

standard deviation (SD): 0.51 years). Children were recruited from first-year pupils at the Kós 

Károly Primary School in Budapest. All of them came from middle class families with the same 

socioeconomic background and none of them received any music training prior to the study. 

Reading abilities were assessed by the Hungarian version of Dyslexia Differential Diagnosis 

Maastricht (3DM-H) (Tóth, Csépe, Vaessen, & Blomert, 2014). Half of the children did not pass 

the reading control task, and the other half that passed performed 37 percent of the standard 

level. The study was approved by the United Ethical Review Committee for Research in 

Psychology (EPKEB, reference number: 2016/062). Parents’ written consent and children’s 

assent were obtained. All children had normal hearing, and none of them or their parents 
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reported any mental health problems. EEG measurements took place at the Brain Imaging 

Centre, Research Centre for Natural Sciences, Hungarian Academy of Sciences at the beginning 

of the first school year before children started to learn to read. Children received a coloring book 

as a compensation for their participation. 

Procedures 

Children completed the entire experiment in a one-hour session. The session comprised 

of five 10-15-minutes-long measurement blocks with breaks between them that allowed children 

to rest. During each block children had to perform a different task, and block orders were 

counterbalanced across children. Three out of the five tasks were linked to entrainment, the other 

two tasks were linked to pre-attentive processing in speech and music. The latter two were 

included as part of a longitudinal study, and the related results are to be reported elsewhere. The 

entrainment related tasks and analyses were adopted from three previous studies (Cirelli et al., 

2014; Fujioka et al., 2009; Nozaradan, Zerouali, Peretz, & Mouraux, 2015) that found distinct 

neural markers in specific frequency bands and in SS-EPs (detailed description is provided 

below). We used these tasks in order to be able to reliably compare our results with existing adult 

or children data. The experimental designs were modified slightly to reduce the length of the 

EEG session to avoid fatigue in children by using fewer conditions and less repetition within 

sequences than in the original designs. 

Tasks and Stimuli 

Beta task 

We used a similar tone stimulus and experimental design as in (Cirelli et al., 2014; 

Fujioka et al., 2012). The tone, as well as every stimulus in the study was created in Matlab 8.2.0 
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(The Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA, USA) and was presented in PsychToolbox 3 (Brainard, 1997; 

Pelli, 1997). The tone was a 262 Hz pure tone with 10 ms rise and fall times and 40 ms steady-

state duration. The tone was repeated in isochronous sequences with 390 ms, 540 ms and 780 ms 

IOIs, representing three different conditions (Fast, Medium and Slow respectively). The 

isochronous sequences were presented in seven-seconds-long trains with three-seconds silent 

time intervals repeated 25 times per condition. Each condition was presented once, and condition 

order was counterbalanced between subjects. The entire block lasted approximately 12 minutes. 

Children were listening to the auditory stimuli via Sennheiser PX 200-II on-ear-headphones 

while watching a silent cartoon of their choice. They were instructed to listen passively and sit 

still. The aim of the experiment was to examine how children entrain to different tempi, and 

compare their neural responses in the beta-band to musically trained adults and children with 

mixed musical background reported in the studies above.  

Gamma task 

Auditory stimuli were identical to the omit-loud condition in (Snyder & Large, 2005). 

Tones were 262 Hz pure tones with 10 ms rise and fall times and 40 ms steady-state duration. 

Tones were presented in isochronous sequences with alternating loud-soft accent pattern with 

390 ms IOI. The loud tone was exactly three times louder than the soft tone and loud-soft accent 

patterns repeated 30 times within one sequence adding up to 60 tones per sequence. There were 

30 sequences in the block. The loud tone was missing in one-third of the times. Tone omission 

was randomized with two constraints: the first two loud-soft accent patterns of the sequence 

could not contain tone omission, and omission could occur in no more than two subsequent loud-

soft accent patterns. Similar to the Beta block, children were listening to the sounds passively 

while watching a silent cartoon. Our goal was to explore whether and to what extent children 
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entrain to the alternating accent pattern before they learn reading and how it compares to adult 

data (Fujioka et al., 2009; Snyder & Large, 2005). The significance of the accent pattern is that it 

gives rise to the perception of metrical hierarchy, which underlies music and linguistic 

processing. Tone omission, on the contrary, disrupts metrical percept. 

Steady-state evoked potentials (SS-EP) 

We replicated the task and tone stimulus in the right hand tapping condition in (Colling et 

al., 2017; Nozaradan et al., 2015). The stimulus sound was a 33 s long 333.33 Hz pure tone 

amplitude modulated with a 2.4 Hz periodicity. During the block, the sound was repeated 6 times 

interspersed with 3 s silences. Children were asked to tap with the index finger of their right hand 

on the space key on a computer keyboard to every second beat of the 2.4 Hz periodicity resulting 

in a 1.2 Hz tapping rate. Prior to data recording, children practiced tapping in the presence of the 

experimenter, until the children reproduced it accurately. The goal of this task was to compare 

the maturity of neural and sensorimotor synchronization ability in children and examine the 

interaction between auditory and motor networks. Furthermore, we intended to compare children 

without musical training to professional adult musicians (Nozaradan et al., 2015) and to older 

children (Colling et al., 2017). 

EEG recording and preprocessing 

EEG data were acquired using BrainAmp amplifiers and an ActiCap active electrode 

system (BrainProducts GmbH., Munich, Germany). Sixty-four active scalp electrodes were 

placed according to the 10–10 international electrode system. All channels were referenced to the 

FCz electrode and impedances were kept below 10 kΩ. Data were sampled at 1000 Hz. 
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Preprocessing and data analysis were done in Matlab by using functions from EEGLAB 

(Delorme & Makeig, 2004), ERPLAB (Lopez-Calderon & Luck, 2014), and custom scripts. 

For each of the three tasks, continuous EEG data were bandpass filtered (Butterworth 

zero-phase filter as implemented in ERPLAB, 0.1 Hz-100 Hz), and a 50 Hz notch filter (second-

order IIR notch filter in MATLAB, quality factor Q=45) was applied to minimize line-noise 

artifacts. Eye blinks and eye movements were removed using Independent Component Analysis 

(Jung et al., 2000) using the runica algorithm (Bell & Sejnowski, 1995; Makeig et al., 2002). 

Then, data were segmented according to the given paradigm (details are presented below for 

each task separately), and for the beta and gamma tasks segments containing artifacts were 

rejected using EEGLAB with the following criteria: amplitude ([-80 80] µV), slope (50 µV, R-

squared limit: 0.5), standard deviation of the mean probability distribution (5), standard 

deviations from mean kurtosis value (5) and by visual inspection. Finally, surface Laplacian 

approximation of the scalp current density (SCD) was calculated using the CSD Toolbox 

(Kayser & Tenke, 2006; Perrin, Pernier, Bertrand, & Echallier, 1989) with spline flexibility m = 

4, λ = 10−5. The advantage of this method is that the Laplacian is a high-pass spatial filter that 

alleviates the effects of volume conduction in favor of local activity (Nunez & Srinivasan, 2006).  

Data analysis by experimental paradigm 

Beta task 

Continuous data were down-sampled to 250 Hz and epoched into 1600 ms-long (-500 ms 

1200 ms relative to tone onset) segments in all three tempo conditions. Next, we calculated time-

frequency (TF) representations for each condition from 1 to 60 Hz in 1 Hz steps by applying a 

continuous wavelet transform on each EEG channel using the cmor1-1 complex wavelet function 
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in Matlab, which due to its narrow bandwidth (Fb = 1) and center frequency (Fc = 1) provides 

sufficient frequency resolution in higher frequencies, such as in the beta and gamma ranges. 

Wavelet analyses were done for both evoked and induced activities. For evoked responses, we 

averaged activity across segments before wavelet analysis. For induced responses, averaged 

activity was subtracted from each segment, then wavelet was calculated on each segment. Both 

evoked and induced power spectra were normalized for each frequency for each condition by 

first subtracting the average power between two subsequent tone onsets, then dividing the 

resulting power spectra with the average power between two subsequent tone onsets, then 

multiplying it with 100 so that power spectra were represented in percent change.  

In order to locate the auditory cortex, we calculated the mean event-related brain activity 

for each tempo condition averaged across all subjects (Fig. 1). Subsequent statistical analyses 

were carried out on those EEG channels where N1 responses were maximal across all subjects 

(Fig. 1). We used channels only from the left auditory cortex (C5, C3, FC5, FC3). In order to 

locate significant power changes from baseline in each tempo condition, we averaged power 

fluctuations in two frequency bands (15-20 Hz and 20-25 Hz) as in (Cirelli et al., 2014), and ran 

one-sample t-tests between two subsequent tone onsets on the average of the four electrodes. 

/Insert Figure 1. here/ 

Figure 1. Group-level event-related EEG activity of the left fronto-central electrode pool (C5, 

C3, FC5, FC3) for the three tempo conditions (Left). Mean topographical distributions for the 

latencies between 0 and 150 ms (top) and between 200 and 300 ms (bottom) for the Fast 

condition on all electrodes (Right). 

Gamma task 
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First, we down-sampled continuous data to 250 Hz, then created epochs from 500 ms 

prior the time of the onset of the loud tone (the same when the loud tone was omitted) until 690 

ms after the onset of the soft tone resulting in 1190 ms-long segments. Then, similarly to the beta 

task, a continuous wavelet transform was applied on each EEG channel with center frequencies 

ranged from 1 to 60 Hz in 1 Hz steps, using the same cmor1-1 complex wavelet function. 

Wavelet was calculated for evoked and induced activities with the same procedure described 

above. The resulting power spectra were averaged across all subjects and across the left fronto-

central electrode pool (C5, C3, FC5, FC3), as in the beta task. 

To enable comparisons between the beta and the gamma tasks both evoked and induced 

power spectra were normalized and represented as percent power change. Next, we derived 

power values for both the beta (15-20 Hz) and gamma (28-48 Hz) frequency ranges and 

submitted them to repeated-measures ANOVAs, as in (Fujioka et al., 2009).  

SS-EP 

For the assessment of SS-EPs, we followed the protocol used in (Nozaradan et al., 2015). 

We created 6 epochs from the 6 presentations of the sound. We cut the first second of each epoch 

to remove transient auditory evoked potentials. This shortening did not cut entrainment related 

activity, because steady beat perception (Repp, 2005) as well as entrainment of SS-EPs (Regan, 

1989) require several repetition of the auditory beat. Epochs were then averaged for each subject 

and transformed in the frequency domain using a discrete Fourier transform, with a 0.031 Hz 

frequency resolution. In order to remove background noise, we subtracted from each frequency 

bin of the FFT amplitude spectrum the average of the neighboring frequency bins ranging from -

0.15 Hz to -0.09 Hz and from +0.09 Hz to +0.15 Hz. Because the discrete Fourier transform did 

not estimate amplitude at the exact frequency of the SS-EP of our interest (1.2 Hz, 2.4 Hz), we 
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estimated peak amplitude by averaging the three frequency bins around the given frequency as in 

(Nozaradan et al., 2015). We additionally estimated peak amplitude for 4.8 Hz, because the 

frequency spectrum revealed another strong peak at the first harmonic of the frequency of the 

auditory stimulus. Estimated amplitudes were averaged across all electrodes. Because data were 

non-normally distributed, we used a Wilcoxon signed-rank test to determine which SS-EP peak 

is significantly different from zero. 

In order to locate SS-EP related oscillations on the scalp, beat- and movement related 

EEG oscillations were extracted by applying a narrow band Gaussian FFT filter centered at the 

frequency of interest and ± 0.4 Hz (as the width of the fft window) on the six epochs. The 

filtered signals were then averaged across epochs and segmented from -0.416 to +0.416 ms 

relative to beat onset. After applying surface Laplacian approximation of the scalp current 

density (SCD), group-level topographical maps were created at the latency of maximum global 

field power. 

Finally, to assess tapping performance, we calculated the mean error (the difference 

between the target rate and the individual tapping rate) and standard deviation of the inter-tap 

intervals, which gave a measurement of accuracy and variability in tapping. In order to exclude 

accidental double taps or missing taps due to failure to hit the right key, inter-tap intervals 

smaller than 100 ms and larger than 1.7 times the tapping period (1416 ms) were removed (3.5% 

of the total taps). 

Correlations between entrainment markers in the gamma band, SS-EPs and 

tapping variability 
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In order to reveal possible relationships between entrainment-related neural responses, 

we used the power of the gamma frequency band (28-48 Hz) after tone omission as the 

representation of the the strength of metrical hierarchy, the amplitude of the 2.4 Hz SS-EPs and 

tapping variability, and calculated Spearman's correlation coefficients. Outliers were removed 

pairwise. 

Results 

Beta task 

Fig. 2 shows time-frequency representations of evoked and induced beta-band activity for 

the three tempo conditions. The display was reduced to the beat window from tone onset to the 

subsequent tone onset (as we used this window for analyses), and 4-60 Hz frequency range. 

/Insert Figure 2. here/ 

Figure 2. Group-level time-frequency representations for evoked and induced power (4-60 Hz) in 

the three tempo conditions (390 ms, 540 ms, 780 ms from left to right), averaged for four 

electrodes (C5, C3, FC5, FC3). Values are represented as percent power changes. Each plot 

spans one beat window from tone onset to tone onset. 

Induced power fluctuations are shown in Fig. 3 for the low (15-20 Hz) and high (20-25 Hz) beta 

frequency ranges. Induced beta activity showed a pattern of synchronization after tone onset 

followed by a desynchronization. Contrary to previous adult and child data (Cirelli et al., 2014), 

there is no clear rebound (positive values before the onset of the next tone), except in the Slow 

tempo condition in the high beta range. We ran one-sample t-tests to determine the time intervals 

during which power change differed significantly from zero, and applied Bonferroni-Holm 
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correction for multiple comparisons. No power changes were significant at 0.05 alpha level, 

therefore we did not conduct any further analyses regarding this task. 

/Insert Figure 3. here/ 

Figure 3. Induced power fluctuations in the low (15-20 Hz) and high (20-25 Hz) beta ranges 

averaged for four electrodes (C5, C3, FC5, FC3). Significant power changes were determined by 

one-sample t tests (Yellow, p < 0.1 (Bonferroni-Holm)). 

Gamma task 

Fig. 4 shows group-level time-frequency representations of evoked and induced power (4-60 Hz) 

for the two conditions (omit and standard). Evoked activity decreased after the omission of the 

loud tone compared to the standard condition where the loud tone was present. Regarding 

induced activity, beta (15-20 Hz) and gamma (28-48 Hz) power showed different patterns of 

power changes throughout the conditions. There was a considerable increase in beta power 

around 100 ms followed by a decrease around 300 ms in the standard condition, then power was 

gradually rising until the onset of the soft tone. In the omit condition beta power increased 

slighly around 100 ms, then decreased around 200 ms and returned near the value of the previous 

increase before 300 ms. Then, power stayed around the same value until the onset of the soft 

tone with a slight dip right before tone onset. On the contrary, gamma power increased around 60 

ms in both conditions regardless of whether the loud tone was present or absent (Fig. 5). 

In order to assess the differences in power changes in the beta band between conditions, 

power values of beta band activity were entered into a repeated-measures ANOVA with factors 

condition (omit vs. standard) and latency (100 ms vs. 300 ms). Induced power in the standard 

condition differed considerably between the two latencies (M100 = 2.19, SD = 3, M300 = -1.88, 
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SD = 2.95), as opposed to the power in the omit condition (M100 = 0.77, SD = 6.45, M300 = 1.04, 

SD = 10). However, none of the main effects and interaction were significant. We also compared 

the power of gamma band activity between conditions. Amplitudes at 60 ms and at half-time of 

the beat preceding the onset of the time of the loud tone (-195 ms) were entered into a repeated-

measures ANOVA with factors condition (omit vs. standard) and latency (60 ms vs. -195 ms). 

There was a significant main effect of latency F(1,21) = 4.44, p = 0.047, η2 = 0.175. Power was 

significantly higher at 60 ms after tone onset or omission, than at half-time of the beat prior to 

the time of the loud tone (M60 = 2.14, SD = 3.42, M-195 = -0.63, SD = 4.57). The main effect of 

condition and the interaction were not significant, suggesting that gamma activity was not 

affected by the presence or absence of the loud tone. 

/Insert Figure 4. here/ 

Figure 4. Group-level time-frequency representations of evoked and induced power (4-60 Hz) 

for the omit and standard conditions, averaged for four electrodes (C5, C3, FC5, FC3). Values 

are represented as percent power changes. Each plot contains two subsequent tone onsets (loud 

tone at 0 ms, and soft tone at 390 ms). 

/Insert Figure 5. here/ 

Figure 5. Induced power fluctuations in the beta (15-20 Hz) and gamma (28-48 Hz) ranges 

averaged for four electrodes (C5, C3, FC5, FC3) for the omit and standard conditions.  

SS-EP 

One participant’s neural responses were beyond three times the inter-quartile-range, 

therefore it was removed as an outlier from the plots and from the statistical analyses. The 

frequency spectrum (Fig. 6, bottom) revealed two prominent SS-EP peaks at 2.4 Hz and at 4.8 
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Hz, and somewhat smaller peaks at 0.8 Hz, 1.2 Hz and 1.6 Hz. CSD topographical maps relative 

to beat onset (Fig. 6, top left) confirmed that the 2.4 Hz and the 4.8 Hz SS-EP peaks were related 

to the auditory stimuli (the 4.8 Hz being the first upper harmonic of the beat frequency). 

However, the 0.8 Hz, 1.2 Hz and 1.6 Hz activities did not show a clear connection either to 

auditory or motor brain areas. While the 1.2 Hz is the target rate of tapping, the 0.8 and 1.6 Hz 

frequencies correspond to the third of the beat rate (2.4/3 = 0.8 Hz) and its first upper harmonic 

(0.8*2 = 1.6 Hz). Wilcoxon signed-rank tests confirmed that the two stimulus-related peaks were 

significantly different from zero (2.4 Hz: Z = 4.01, p < 0.001, 4.8 Hz: Z = 3.94, p < 0.001). 

However, the other SS-EPs were not significant.  

/Insert Figure 6. here/ 

Figure 6. Group-level average frequency spectrum of the noise-subtracted EEG signals averaged 

across all channels (bottom) with CSD topographical maps relative to beat onset (top left) and 

relative to the tapping onset (top right) corresponding to the 0.8, 1.2, 1.6, 2.4 and 4.8 Hz SS-EP 

peaks, at the latency of maximum global field power. 

The group-level mean tapping error was -0.027 seconds with 0.14 seconds average 

tapping variability, which indicated that children tapped slightly faster than the target rate 1.2 

Hz. However, the distribution of tapping frequencies (Fig. 7) revealed that almost 24 percent of 

the children tapped at a rate that corresponds to the third of the beat rate or its first upper 

harmonic. Since topographical maps of 0.8, 1.2 and 1.6 Hz did not show a clear connection to 

motor areas, and tapping frequencies suggest that tapping rate was highly variable between 

children, we created topographical maps relative to the actual tapping onsets (Fig. 6 top right). 

The maps revealed motor related activations for the 0.8, 1.2 and 1.6 Hz SS-EPs. 
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/Insert Figure 7. here/ 

Figure 7. The distribution of tapping frequencies. 

Correlations between entrainment markers in the gamma band, SS-EPs and 

tapping variability 

There was only one correlation between tapping variability and the amplitude of the 2.4 

Hz SS-EP (rs = -0.46, puncorrected = 0.035), as shown in Fig. 8. Lower levels of tapping variability 

was associated with larger amplitudes. However, after correcting for multiple comparisons the 

relationship was no longer significant.  

/Insert Figure 8. here/ 

Figure 8. Scatter plot of the tapping variability and amplitude of the 2.4 Hz SS-EP. Lower levels 

of tapping variability was associated with larger amplitudes. 

Discussion 

In this study, we explored early markers of neural entrainment to periodic auditory 

stimuli for children without formal musical training before starting elementary school and 

learning to read. Because entrainment, especially sensorimotor entrainment (the ability to 

synchronize movement to a periodic stimulus), has been linked to various musical and linguistic 

skills and attention (Carr et al., 2014; Chen, Penhune, & Zatorre, 2008; Colling et al., 2017; 

Maróti et al., 2018; Repp, 2010; Tierney & Kraus, 2013) our primary goal was to exclude any 

influence of training or education that might enhance these skills. Present study nevertheless 

aimed to compare neural responses of 6-7-year-olds’ to existing data that include adults, subjects 

with musical training and older children. Comparisons were made primarily with three previous 
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studies, from which we adopted our tasks and analyses (Cirelli et al., 2014; Fujioka et al., 2009; 

Nozaradan et al., 2015). Finally, we examined the relationship between entrainment related 

neural responses across tasks to better understand how mechanisms related to different auditory 

and motor processing might be related. 

Beta task  

First, analyses were made in the beta band (15-25 Hz). Similarly to existing literature 

(Cirelli et al., 2014; Fujioka, Trainor, Large, & Ross, 2009; Fujioka et al., 2012), induced beta 

activity showed a pattern of synchronization after tone onset followed by a desynchronization. 

Contrary to previous child and adult data, there was no clear anticipatory rebound and power 

changes did not differ significantly from zero. Beta rebound was proposed to reflect an 

endogenous anticipatory timing mechanism for isochronous tone sequences (Fujioka et al., 

2012), and it has been related to motor control (Gilbertson et al., 2005; Pogosyan, Gaynor, 

Eusebio, & Brown, 2009) and cortical network reset (Pfurtscheller, Müller-Putz, Pfurtscheller, & 

Rupp, 2005). This suggests a possible role of the auditory system to guide movements for 

predictive time intervals. The absence of the anticipatory rebound in 6-7-year-olds might indicate 

that this process has not completely developed yet. Alternatively, it is possible that beta 

oscillations were less coherent. This possibility is supported by the large group variability in the 

latency of the desynchronization in all tempo conditions for both frequency ranges (High beta: 

SDFast = 108.75 ms, SDMedium = 163.1 ms, SDSlow = 216.7 ms, Low beta: SDFast = 85.85 ms, 

SDMedium = 124.09 ms, SDSlow = 155.32 ms). Cirelli and colleagues found similarly that the time 

course of desynchronization was highly variable in children, and the dynamic fluctuation pattern 

was weaker in children compared to adults (Cirelli et al., 2014). The reason why their subjects 

exhibited anticipatory responses could be due to the fact that half of the children and all adults 
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received formal musical training. Music training was found to enhance auditory processing 

(Koelsch, Schröger, & Tervaniemi, 1999; Kraus & Chandrasekaran, 2010; Musacchia, Sams, 

Skoe, & Kraus, 2007; Schlaug, Norton, Overy, & Winner, 2005; Tallal & Gaab, 2006). Because 

of the high variability in the latency of desynchronization in both Cirelli and colleagues’ and our 

study, it is more likely that the consistency of beta oscillations have less effect on the predictive 

timing mechanism. Rather, it is possible that the underlying neural mechanisms mature earlier in 

children that receive music training. 

Gamma task 

Next, we examined gamma activity (28-48 Hz) relative to beta activity (15-20 Hz) during 

tone omissions. Similarly to Fujioka and colleagues (2009), the fluctuation of induced gamma as 

opposed to induced beta activity was uninterrupted after tone omission. This was apparent in the 

difference between the standard and omit conditions. In the standard condition, there was a 

substantial increase and a decrease in beta power after the onset of the loud tone, whereas in the 

omit condition, a small initial increase was followed by a brief decrease, then power returned to 

the previous increased level. Fujioka and colleagues (2009) proposed that the decrease in 

induced auditory beta activity facilitates motor preparatory processes for expected tones in a 

sequence that aid movement synchronization to acoustic signals. When these tones are 

occasionally omitted, the regular pattern is interrupted, therefore the preparatory process 

becomes perturbed. It seems in our child data that the small initial increase and decrease after 

tone omissions are a relfection of the perturbation in the preparatory process to the next tone. In 

Fujioka’s study, adults seem to adapt better to the occasional omissions, as the motor preparatory 

decrease is absent, and the initial rising of beta power continues until the onset of the next tone. 

Because the decrease did not disappear in children, only lessened, it could explain why the 
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difference between the two conditions was not significant. Induced gamma activity on the 

contrary is involved in encoding the periodicity of the stimulus, which facilitates entrainment 

through internal anticipatory processes. Our child data is consistent with previous literature 

including adults with extensive musical training (Fujioka et al., 2009; Snyder & Large, 2005), 

indicating an adultlike endogenous anticipatory processing in the gamma band in children. One 

of the strongest predictors of metrical percept (Hannon, Snyder, Eerola, & Krumhansl, 2004) and 

maintenance of metrical representation (Large, Fink, & Kelso, 2002) is temporal accent. Since 

induced activity was preserved even after the omission of the accented note (loud tone), it 

suggests that 6-7-year-old children, similarly to adults (Fujioka et al., 2009; Snyder & Large, 

2005) perceive metrical structure in accented rhythmic sequences. This is not surprising, since 

previous studies found that infants are already capable of detecting the omission of the downbeat 

(Winkler et al., 2009), and they show EEG responses frequency locked to the beat and meter 

frequencies of ambiguous rhythmic patterns (Cirelli et al., 2016). 

SS-EP 

SS-EPs have been previously shown to reflect not only sensory processes but interaction 

between modalities, such as dynamic coupling between auditory and motor cortices in the case 

of synchronized tapping to the beat (Nozaradan et al., 2015). Our analyses of SS-EPs revealed 

peaks at the exact stimulus frequency (2.4 Hz) and at its first harmonic (4.8 Hz) that seemed to 

correspond to auditory regions of the brain. Furthermore, there were other, non-significant peaks 

at the tapping frequency (1.2 Hz), at the third of the beat frequency (0.8 Hz) and at its first upper 

harmonic (1.6 Hz) that related to motor areas in the brain. In the study of Nozaradan and 

colleagues (2011), participants showed SS-EPs at the half and third of the beat frequency and 

their upper harmonics corresponding to binary and ternary metric levels of the beat when 
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instructed to imagine the given metric structure. The perception of a given metric structure 

introduces additional periodicities corresponding to integer ratios of the beat frequency, and it 

was shown that humans have a natural preference for those integer ratios in timing perception 

and production (Brochard, Abecasis, Potter, Ragot, & Drake, 2003; Essens, 1986; Repp, 2005). 

Despite that children were not instructed to imagine a certain metric structure while tapping 

(although tapping to every second beat would imply a binary metric structure), perception of 

different metric structures (binary and ternary) in our data was indicated both in the EEG 

spectrum and in the tapping performance.  

Contrary to adult musicians and older children, there was no cross-modulation SS-EP 

peak at 3.6 Hz (1.2+2.4 Hz), which was considered by Nozaradan and colleagues (2015) the 

proof of auditory-motor interaction that drives sensorimotor entrainment. A possible reason for 

the lack of the cross-modulation SS-EP could be that tapping rate was not consistent across 

children as some tapped in a binary meter (target rate), some tapped in a ternary meter, or at the 

rate of the first harmonic of the ternary meter. This inconsistency led to the fact that motor 

activity was not visible on the topographical maps related to the beat onset, and only appeared 

when maps were created relative to the actual tapping onsets. Sensorimotor synchronization 

ability constantly matures during childhood, and starts to reach adult level around the age of 8-9 

(Repp & Su, 2013). Therefore, it is possible that children at the age of 6-7 are not fully capable 

of reproducing a required timing rate and they deviate towards their preferred metrical 

representation. Conversely, 10-year-old typically developing children were already able to 

reproduce the 1.2 Hz target rate (with a 2.4 Hz beat frequency) and their EEG displayed a 

significant SS-EP at 3.6 Hz compared to matched aged children with dyslexia (Colling et al., 

2017). Also, music training has been found to be related to the extent of dynamic coupling as 
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well, with higher internal coupling in musically trained subjects (Chen et al., 2009; Grahn & 

Rowe, 2009). Previous studies that found a significant cross-modulation SS-EP in adults tested 

only musicians (Nozaradan et al., 2011, 2012, 2015). If the typically developing children in the 

study of Colling and colleagues (2017) received music training (there is no information about it), 

one can conceive that the cross-modulation SS-EP emerges with musical expertise. 

Correlations between entrainment markers in the gamma band, SS-EPs and 

tapping variability 

In order to reveal possible relationships between entrainment-related neural activities, we 

compared neural responses in the gamma band, SS-EP and tapping variability. We found a 

relationship between tapping variability and the amplitude of the SS-EP related to the frequency 

of the auditory stimulus. This is not surprising, given that sensorimotor synchronization requires 

perceptual processing of the auditory stimulus, which guides motor actions (Repp & Su, 2013). 

However, after correcting for multiple comparisons the correlation was no longer significant. 

Limitations  

Our study’s major limitation is the fewer number of trials compared to previous studies 

using the same paradigms. For the beta task, Cirelli and colleagues (2014) repeated each 

condition twice in the experiment, resulting in about twice as many trials as ours giving more 

statistical power. For the gamma task, Fujioka and colleagues (2009) had an extra condition, 

where the soft tone was occasionally omitted, and neural responses were averaged across tones 

and across omissions. Finally in the SS-EP task, we used only the tapping with right hand 

condition out of the three conditions including listening only, tapping with right hand and 

tapping with left hand (Nozaradan et al., 2015). 
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Another factor that it is worth noting is the tempo range of our stimuli. McAuley and 

colleagues (2006) found that people throughout their lifespan have different age-specific 

entrainment regions. That is, the range of periods that they can synchronize most effectively to. 

The width of the entrainment region is smaller in childhood than in adulthood. In fact, there are 

significant differences between age groups in childhood. The authors found a sudden increase in 

entrainment region at the age of 8-9 compared to the previous age groups. Importantly, the 

greater the distance from the entrainment region, the greater the variability in sensorimotor 

synchronization and produced periods drift toward the age-specific entrainment region. The 

entrainment region is characterized by the peak of spontaneous motor tempo, which is the 

preferred period of unpaced tapping. For children at age 6-7, the peak of spontaneous motor 

tempo is 200-300 ms. In our study, the fastest stimulus tempo was 390 ms, therefore it is possible 

that slow stimulus tempi resulted in greater variability in the neural responses. This prevailed in 

the increase in the variability of the latency of beta desynchronization towards the slower tempi, 

and the different tapping rates in the sensorimotor synchronization task.  

In the future, we plan to investigate the developmental trajectory of these neural 

responses and shed light on possible relationships between underlying neural processes by 

following children throughout the first four years of primary school and measuring their neural 

entrainment each year. Additionally, we plan to investigate the effect of music training on the 

development on these neural entrainment markers and compare groups with and without musical 

background. Finally, we would like to compare markers of neural entrainment to behavioral data, 

such as reading, rhythmic skills, or sensorimotor synchronization ability. 

Conclusions 
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Entrainment to periodic acoustic stimuli has been found to relate both to auditory and 

motor processes and it seems to be influenced by the maturity of the underlying neural networks 

during development. Induced beta oscillations in the auditory cortex have been proposed to 

facilitate motor preparatory processes by providing timing cues driven by the stimulus, while 

gamma oscillations reflect internal anticipatory timing (Fujioka et al., 2009) that nevertheless 

gives rise to metrical percept (Snyder & Large, 2005). During sensorimotor synchronization, 

auditory-motor interactions manifest in a non-linear product of auditory- and motor related SS-

EPs (Nozaradan et al., 2015). Our findings suggest that in 6-7-year-old children without music 

training and before going to school and learning to read, entrainment related neural responses 

associated with different frequency oscillations do not develop at the same rate. Endogenous 

mechanisms that do not require motor actions, such as the predictive induced gamma activity 

related to metrical perception seems to mature earlier than processes that underlie movement, 

such as sensorimotor synchronization or movement preparation. A long line of studies found that 

sensorimotor synchronization takes many years until it reaches adult level (for a review, see 

Repp & Su, 2013), while metrical percept seems to be present already at infancy (Háden et al., 

2015; Stefanics et al., 2007; Winkler et al., 2009). The maturation of movement related processes 

might have a protracted trajectory. Whether it is affected by the improvement of rhythmic skills 

related to education, or it is part of natural development remains to be investigated. 
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